
Steps to Complete the  
Level of Care Utilization System, 

(LOCUS)



When you are ready to complete the LOCUS you will begin by selecting “Enter a New Patient”

●



New Patient Data Entry Form

12536554

Doe John D

111-11-1111 Male

This is a free form space where you can enter data, up to 
255 characters

11/12/2008 Select facility from drop down list

“Cancel Patient”

 

will 
return you to the Home 
menu.

“Save and Return”

 

will 
send you to the Home 
window but save the 
information.

“New Evaluation”

 

will 
bring you to the 
“Evaluation for client 
named”

 

form.

02/24/1965

Fields that 
must be 
completed:

-Pt. Id.#

-Pt. Name

-DOB

-Admit date 

-Facility 



Evaluation for 

You may enter a diagnosis from the drop down list.  It contains the DSM-IV-TR

You may also pick an Axis I or II and identify them as “Rule Out”

 

You do not need to 
enter a diagnosis to complete LOCUS.

11/28/2008 09:15 AM
If the consumer had been in your facility, 
you would be able to see the evaluations 
already completed during this occurrence 
of treatment.

This will Cancel the 
Evaluation.

This will bring you to the beginning 
of the LOCUS instrument.



LOCUS Instrument

Each dimension begins with a description of what is to be evaluated followed by the criteria in five 
levels of intensity.



Dimension Risk of Harm

Here is an illustration of the criteria for Risk of Harm , Level

 

1 and Level 2 are shown but all dimension have 5 
levels of criteria.  You choose the criteria by clicking on the box to the left of the criteria.  Remember you can 
pick more than one criteria and criteria at different levels if appropriate.  The computer will pick the highest 
criteria to use for scoring.

Once you have chosen the criteria for the dimension 
click “Next Dimension”

 

to move to the next Dimension.

■



Functional Status

All dimensions are set up uniformly.  Select the appropriate criteria and select “Next Dimension”

 

to continue 
through the instrument.  If you wish to review or edit criteria previously selected click on “Edit Dimensions”



Edit Dimension Screen

If you clicked the “Edit Dimension”

 

button, this screen will open.

This box will take you to the previous 
dimensions that you have scored.  Click on 
the dimension you want to review or edit.   

You can make edits at this time and up until 
you have clicked on “Compute Score”

This button will take you back to the current dimension.



Last Dimension

“Engagement”

 

is the last dimension.  Here you will notice that a “Compute Score”

 

button has replaced the 
“Next Dimension”

 

button. After selecting the appropriate criteria in this dimension you will be able to click on 
“Compute Score”.  Remember, once you click on “Compute Score” you will no longer be able to 
change your criteria in any of the dimensions and the  Level of Care will be determined by your 
criteria selections. 



“Level of Care 
Description”

 

(LOC) will 
allow you to see how a 
particular LOC is 
defined by LOCUS

“Preview 
Report”

 

will 
allow you to 
view the 
report.

“Print 
Report”

 

will 
allow you to 
print the 
report.

“Complete 
Evaluation will 
allow you to retain 
or discharge a 
consumer.

If you change the “Actual 
Disposition”

 

the “Reason 
for Variance.”

 

field will be 
activated and you will  be 
required to give the 
reason  why a consumer 
was sent to another LOC. 
You can use the pre-

 

populated reasons in the 
“Reason for Variance”

 

field

Use drop down list for selection.

This is another free form box where data can be entered, 
up to 255 characters.

“Remember, clinical judgment as well as a number of other reasons can result in an 
alternative LOC being selected. LOCUS is a recommendation tool and therefore, the actual 
disposition  may vary from  the “LOCUS Recommended Disposition.” If the “Actual 
Disposition” needs to be changed, change it here.”



Make appropriate selection for the consumers LOC.  Remember if this is a new consumer 
they are not yet active in a LOC until you complete this screen.

If you select 
“Discharge Patient”

 
you will move to the 
Discharge Patient 
Screen.

If you select “Retain 
Patient”

 

you will be 
sent to the Home 
page.



Discharging Screen

Enter date Select Discharge 
Type from list

Another free form box that can accommodate 255 
characters.

This will allow you 
to discharge the 
consumer.

This will allow you 
to cancel  the 
discharge and 
retain the 
consumer.
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